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All four candidates
returning to Eastern
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Administration editor

Shinafelt of Mattoon eyes her 3-year-old brother Ryan Lee attempting to fly a wooden-made air craft
rg the Air Show Saturday at the Coles County Memorial Airport. The Air Show ran Sept. 19-20 and was
:ored by the Corn Belt Shrine Club.

ounseling Center provides
rvices for the handicapped
1e American Disabilities Act
990 guarantees the rights of
1bled students and states that
leges are required to provide
:ss to each classroom on camor provide an alternate route.
:tudents and faculty members
a handicap who have a probwith accessibility should conMartha Jacques at the
1nseling Center. After intering the students, she relays
concerns to ADA coordinator
Hanebrink at the Physical
It.

When a student or faculty
1ber comes in, first I interview
talk with him or her to find
1entation of past history,"
ues said. "Then we work to
immodate their needs in the
way possible."
.cademic advisement helps to
:ure students of a schedule
·,ch will accommodate their
s, she added. In addition,
registration enables students
:nroll in smaller classes and
'w enough time in between
:s if needed.
:Avariety of measures have
n taken to aid students at
:tern. Leaming disabled stu1ts can be provided with elec"ic spellcheck and more time
exams.
,Visually impaired and print
ired students who usually can
but are unable to understand
they read, can request tapeled textbooks to be ordered

to them.
Students with mobility problems, which includes temporary
injuries, can be issued a handicapped sticker. Diabetics must be
able to eat at certain times and last
year a professor with a brokeJ! leg
was given student assistance to
help with his classes.
Jacques also arranges conferences with professors and students
who need special assistance in a
particular class. Staff members
may also contact Jacques when
they do not know the best way to
help a handicapped student.
Student input helped decide
where automatic door openers
were needed the most. "Some students do not have enough strength
to open some doors on their own,"
Jacques said.
Hanebrink surveyed the campus last year and is in charge of
making changes according to
information he receives from
Jacques. "We spent $25,000 on
door openers - the money came
from the internal budgeting of the
university," Hanebrink said.
Ramps have been installed in
Kiehm and Stevenson buildings
and plans are underway for one at
Booth Library. In addition,
Hanebrink is determining the feasibility of some type of handicapped access to McAffee Gym.
"A new elevator has been
installed in the art wing of the
Fine Arts building, and in the near
future we hope to have one in
Blair Hall and the technology
wing of Kiehm," Hanebrink said.
The money to install the elevators is coming from the Capitol
Development Board budget.

All four semi-finalists for the
position of Eastern 's president,
have been forwarded to finalists
as recommended by the Chancellor of the Board of Governors
Universities.
Chancellor Thomas Layzell
based his decision to recommend
that all four candidates be asked
back on the campus search committee's report and on reference
material compiled by the chancellor's office.
Mary Burger, John Idoux,
David Jorns and Hilda Richards
were picked as finalists after a
nationwide presidential search
that began during the spring
semester.
The new president will succeed
Stan Rives, who retired at the end
of July after serving nine years as
Eastem's president.
Each of the four candidates met
with various campus constituen-

• Lamar Chancellor
plans to step down.
See story page 3
cies in early September. Each
spent two days on campus for
interview sessions and tours.
The candidates will meet with
the trustees of the BOG for interviews in executive session beginning at 7 a.m. Sept. 24 in the 1895
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
A.fter interviewing each candidate, the trustees will decide who
will be Eastern 's seventh president. A press session will be held
immediately following the BOG
selection.
"We had four excellent candidates, the committee did its job,"
said David Carpenter, chair of the
campus search committee. "The
"" Continued on page 2

Rives appointed to state board
By CASSIE SIMPSON
Administration editor

Former Eastern President
Stan Rives was recently appointed to the Board of Trustees
of the State Universities Retirement System by Illinois Gov.
Jim Edgar.
Rives, 61, retired July 31
after nine years of presidential
duties. He replaces William
Froom on the SURS Board.
An Aug. 31 press release
from the Office of the Governor
stated that Edgar appointed
Rives and reappointed Arthur
Aikman from Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale to the
positions on the Board. The
positions pay expenses only and
do not require Senate confirmation, according to the press
release.
Rives said the governor's
office called him to ask if he
would be interested in the position and he said yes.
Rives attended his first meeting in Champaign, where the
SURS headquarters is located,
on Sept. 11 -12.
"I'm just beginning to get the
feel for the position," Rives
said.
Rives said the function of the
SURS Board is to establish a
policy for the retirement system
and recommend legislation. He
said the board operates by committees.
"I'll be serving on the Investment and Personnel and
Resource Committee," Rives
said.
The most important thing the
SURS does is invest funds, so
funds will be available to sup-

Two Eastern professors --·
react to,Rives' appointment
BySU~NKIEL

Student government editor

Laurent Gosselin, president of
.East.em's chapter of the University
Professionals of Illinois.. and
David Carpenter, fonner Facwty
Senate chair~ reacted Sunday· to

stands on the issues SURS is currently dealing with," Carpenter
said.
"I haveno particular reaction to
Stan Rives being appointed/'
Gosselin said. "Hopefully with his
background in big~ education he
would understand the problems

Gov. ~imEdgar'~appointments of that .confront the Faculty
Eastemls former president Stan RetirenlentSystem - like.the fact
JUves.and.Artb:ur AiJonan to the that it has been underfunded.·~ ,
b,oard of ttus~ of the State
"It;s obviously. a .Politkal
Universities Retirelne~1tSysrem. ·. :appointt1Jent," Gosselin.,added.
Aik~~.

a >retire4 pr-0fessofi' .

··rm sure
~and R.fv~ see eye
.. ,, . . .. ·. .

, -~·~ilfni'V~i1¥'.""' *1;~

•rtl .c

Froatrti
,re.Pfate
, .. .. "\Vil.limn
... .. ... ......
····-···

pOOitiOn. - . ·• . . . .
...t~. vw; pleased to ·-~I}. "f ho_pe.JtiyesWill ~~··lleat ,
t\tlhut AiknnUt·*48 ~.led.: and maktfth§ugb.tful~1¢1
l>efau~ •he is an altiJlJni ~f tci' the fact ·tfiat the.~otfund ·
&st«n.'' CarJ?ente!•said..·''He. iS •a i1Ps.been underfunded and halt aqy

long~time

supporter t)f Eastern
and SURs.Jt•s inlportant.that ·be
was reappointed .because ·~
''Will S,tilt hay~ diteetrepresenta·
tl.On.'"
. ,.
,.
Carpenter's reaction to. the
appointment of Rives was no

.attempts by the state to raid that.

port university employees when
they retire, Rives said.
"SURS has done an excellent
job investing funds," Rives said.
Each university employee
contributes 8 percent of his or
her salary toward retirement.
One serious problem that

Rives said he has noticed is that
of underfunding. He said the
state is supposed to match the
funds that the employees contribute from their paychecks, but
it hasn't been.

fund"

"

Rives .said ha.job., will be ro
make investments/Sb that fufld.s.

are.available tq, support'peo.ele

wben they retire.
·
Gosselin. said he had more of a
comment
teactiQn to. the ·fact that the po&..
''l have no <:omment o.n the 1ions were awoin,ted by Ed~and
appointment of Stan .R ives. not voted on by faculty.
because I am notsure where Rives
• Ctmt6.1n.uetlon p4ge2

• Continued on page 2
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Four candidates
,._From page 1

next step is the chancellor's
call."
. Carpenter said the chancellor
probably based his decision to
bri;ng all four candidates back
on their qualifications and recommendations from people on
each of their campuses.
Burger is the vice president
for academic affairs at California State University at Sac-

ramento; ldoux is the former
vice president for academic and
student affairs at Lamar University in Beaumont, Texas;
David Jorns is the vice president
for academic affairs at Northern
Kentucky University and Hilda
Richards is the vice president
for academic affairs at Indiana
University of Pennsylvania.
"All the backgrounds proved
to be very positive," Carpenter
said. "The recommendations

from all four campuses was
very positive."
"I would guess the chancellor
chose to invite all four back to
campus so that if one had a poor
performance at a campus interview, it wouldn't necessarily
negate that candidate's chances," Carpenter said.
Carpenter said the search
committee did its job and now
the final decision is up to the
chancellor and the board.

supposed to, another $3.1 billion, then the SURS would have
a total of almost $8 billion
invested.
Rives is one of 11 people currently serving on the board.
Even though he has only
attended one meeting, Rives
said he believes the SURS is

doing an excellent job and he is
looking forward to being a part
of the board. He said he is planning to go to the office in
Champaign and spend the whole
day there on Oct. I.
"I'm still learning and hope to
learn even more after spending a
day in the office," Rives said.

In Charleston

EVEKYTHING'S FREE
After eight years of providing Eastern Students with quality
chiropractic care, we are welcoming the students back to school.
To welcome you back we are offering to perform our services on
you first visit absolutely free with this certificate!
This includes consultation, examination, treatment, and X-rays
if indicated. Call NOW to schedule your appointment.

Rives
•From page 1

"Actually, the state contribution
should be more (than just matching funds), but it hasn't
been," Rives said.
Rives said the SURS has
invested $4.6 billion. If the state
had contributed the funds it was

Eastern professors
•From page 1

"My biggest reaction is to the approach that an
important position is appointed as opposed to
being elected," Gosselin said.
"The position of the Union is that it should be
elected," he added. "I would like to see a move
closer to electing board members. It would give

GANDOLFI CHIROPRACTIC

the faculty and the people who contribute to the
pension fund a more democratic voice."
In a press release issued by the Governors press
office on August 31, it was stated the SURS positions are pay expenses only, meaning Rives and
Aikman will not receive a salary, and the appointments do not require Illinois Senate approval.

2115 18th St. Call 345-4065
*New Patients only, Certificate must be presented
on 1st visit
Expires Sept. 30, 1992
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Right 'keys, the wrong car
By CHRIS SUNDHEIM
City editor

Soprych told police the doors to her car were
locked and the windows rolled up when she parked

k

A car reported stolen early Thursday by an
Eastern student appears to have been mistakenly
taken by a man looking for his roommate's car of a
similar model. The keys in his possession opened
and started the stolen car. ·
Holly M. Soprych, 20, of 212 Weller Hall, told
Charleston police her 1991 Plymouth Sundance was
stolen shortly after midnight Thursday. She had
parked it in a city parking lot south of Madison
Avenue between Sixth and Seventh streets near the
square.
But Soprych received a call later that morning
from police saying her car had been returned to the
police station by the man who thought he was driving his roommate's car, a hte model Dodge Shadow.
The man discovered Thursday morning he had
driven off in a car that looked like his roommate's
but, in fact, belonged to Soprych. He immediately
returned the car to the police station and Soprych
retrieved it later that day.

'

"I thought it was some kind of professional job,
there was no glass or anything," she said, adding she
now plans to purchase "The Club," a device meant
to lock the steering wheel and prevent theft.
"I couldn't figure out why anybody would want it,
it's a family car. But I've noticed a lot of Sundances'
around campus," she said.
However, her keys would not open the Dodge
Shadow sought by the man who mistook her car for
his.
Officials at Pilson's Chrysler-Plymouth auto dealership in Mattoon said the only possible explanation
would be a poorly made key copy that happened to
fit Soprych's car.
Alan Miller, a spokesman for Chrysler-Plymouth
Motor Corporation in Detroit, said such coincidences are rare but not unheard of.
"It's hard to ascertain why that would happen,"
Miller said. "It's very uncommon, but sometimes
these things do happen."

Lamar University Chancellor
announces plans to step down
By ANN GILL
Editor in chief

:tern's Ken Stec (front) and Dave Bargiel (back) look up field during
the lacrosse club team's match Saturday afternoon against Illinois
ite. The Redbirds went on to defeat the Panthers 14-4 dropping
:tern to 0-2 on the season. Stec scored his third and fourth goal of
season in the losing effort.

ranee approves treaty
ONN, Germany (AP) cellor Helmut Kohl weled France's apparent
val of the treaty on closer
1pean unity and said it would
"new impetus" to the long:ht dream of European unifiin.

.ohl said in a statement that
.was certain the German par1ent would ratify before the
of 1992 the treaty signed last
:ember that outlines, among
:r things, economic and cury union by the end of the
1roval margin was narrow,
French referendum will give
impetus to the European
cation process." The treaty
signed to unite the 12-nation
in common economic, forand defense policies and a

single currency by 1999.
Fears that Germany would
dominate the new EC were a factor in French uneasiness about
the treaty. But many Germans
are also worried, reluctant to
gieuptheir strong deutschemark.
Some German leaders are pressing for a referendum on the
treaty.
In New York, Foreign Minister Klaus Kinkel welcomed
France's apparent passage of the
treaty, but cautioned that leaders
must recognize their peoples'
desire to preserve national identities.
The foreign minister, who is
attending the U .N. General
Assembly, told the ARD television network that French
approval "would show that the
European (unity) train will travel
on."

onna's Hair Creations
1408 Sixth Street 345-44:.=..r51=--~,--...

•Haircuts
•Perms
·Coloring
·Nails
'here looking good is underst'tod!
111¥11 I i i I I i l l l i i l i i i i i l l i i i i l i l l i I i i ! i i i I I I i i i I I i i I i i i i I I i i i i i i i i i i i i i i I I I I I H i l l I I I i i I
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Lamar University Systems
Chancellor George McLaughlin
broke to pressures of the .past
three weeks when he announced
Friday his plans to step down
from his position no later than
Dec. 31.
In recent weeks McLaughlin
and the Lamar Board of Regents
came under fire after acting on
- the resignation of Eastern presidential candidate John ldoux.
Idoux, former vice president
for academic and student affairs
at Lamar, submitted his le~ter of
resignation on March 18 after
being told by McLaughlin that his
services as interim president of
Lamar were no longer needed.
McLaughlin also informed ldoux
that he would remove him from
his duties as vice president effective Aug. 31.
ldoux later rescinded his letter
of resignation and stated the chancellor's actions were taken "outside of the established procedures

of the policy manual."
What followed Idoux's dismissal were a series of events that
culminated more than a year of
frustration on Lamar's campus.
Faculty members were upset by
a revision in the systems manual
for Lamar that McLaughlin
revised without any contact with
, faculty ab.out the changes.
In addition, the request for a
$10,000 payment to a former basketball coach that Idoux refused
to make and the actual payment
being made from the board further upset the Lamar campus.
In reaction to the events the
faculty passed two Faculty Senate
resolutions of no confidence in
the chancellor and the board.
Members of Lamar's alumni
association and the Academic
Council of Deans requested the
resignation of McLaughlin.
All of the resolutions were
ignored by McLaughlin and the
board, said Mike Wright, of the
University Press, Lamar's student
newspaper.
The Student Government

Association passed a resolution
last week that called for McLaughlin's resignation. More than
50 students marched from the
Beaumont campus to the chancellors office to present the resolution to the chancellor.
Following the announcement of
his resignation McLaughlin was
named a Regents Professor of
B'usiness and president of the
John Gray Institute that is part of
the Lamar System.
As president of the John Gray
Institute, McLaughlin will continue to receive his salary of
$124,000 per year and maintain
living quarters in the chancellor's
house and maintain car privileges
until the end of the fiscal year.
With no experience in teaching
or business, McLaughlin's
appointment upset other Regents'
professors, Wright said. "To them
(professors) it's like a slap in the
face," he said.
"I don't feel it is appropriate to
comment at this time," Idoux said
Friday.

Correction
Kimberly Shaffer, the 11-year-old Charleston girl injured in a pedestrian accident Thursday morning, was
taken to Sarah Bush Lincoln Health Care Center and transferred to Carle Care Foundation Hospital in
Urbana following the accident. She was released later that day.
This fact was incorrectly reported in Friday's edition.
The News regrets the error.
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:OPINION
page
Editorials represent the opinion ·
of the editorial board. Columns
are the opinion of the author.
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Union and BOG
e~rn high marks
for contract talks
Finishing more than one month earlier
than the drawn out contract battles witnessed during the 1991-92 negotiations, the
Board of Governors and University Professionals of Illinois have tentatively agreed
on a package that would increase faculty
salaries.
Considering the budget cutting and the
poor state of the Illinois economy, both sides
should be credited for achieving a swift
agreement and avoiding any threat of a
strike.
While still needing to be ratified by both
·
the BOG and UPI, the
c:Oi)tract includes .a· 3 ~r.:.
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Choice for president will be a wise on
The announcement of Eastern's next president is scheduled
for Thursday. Yet, after months of
a nationwide search which
brought four candidates to campus, members of the Charleston
community still have some questions.
Question: "Will the community accept as Eastern's president
t~
someone who was selected by a
committee chaired by David Ann
Carpenter and recommended by GUI
Board of Governors' Chancellor - - - - - - Tom Layzell?"
Answer: Yes.
Reason: The campus search advisory committee.
The question was asked by Bill Lair, managing editor of the Times Courier and journal Gazette.
The campus search advisory committee, chaired by
Carpenter, likely will have the most impact on who is
selected by the Board of Governors Thursday, to serve
as Eastern's seventh president.
·
The 20 member committee met last Monday for
more than seven hours to discuss each candidate and
to look at every evaluation form that was returned.
Each of the 20 members of the committee were
actively involved in the selection process and each
had an equal part in the final selection. Although the
committee is chaired by Carpenter, the input and candidate selection was done by the committee .
Questions regarding Carpenter's input on the
Faculty Senate during the Rives administration is also
being questioned and suggests that the Faculty
Senate's actions were a direct result of the chancellor.
While the chancellor may have wanted Rives gone

·@)

- Ann Gil/ is editor in chief and regular c:olumnlst
The Dally Eastern News.
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from the presidency, approximately 50 percent
Eastern faculty members voted no-confidence in
At the same time, Lair questions the chancello
input on the selection process and the need for
chancellor to have a "yes" man president.
A "yes" man president Is not what Eastern n
and I believe the campus search committee has
same thought.
·
With concentration being placed on the "system,"
could be said Eastern could become just another
school if the trustees select a "yes" man president.
Do we want to be known as a "BOG University"
Eastern Illinois University?
A "yes" man president is not what the unive
and community needs and is not what the cam
and community will get.
The advisory committee made recommendations
the chancellor, who will forward those recomme
tions to the trustees. The trustees will meet with
candidates on Thursday and will make the fl
announcement.
Each of the four candidates have excellent er
tials and their selections are evidence of the con
for selecting individuals who place a top priority
the university.
The selection of Eastern's seventh president sh
not be surrounded by questions of integrity and
troversy, but should reflect a concern for Easte
future.
We should be reminded that without the in
of the Faculty Senate under Carpenter's direction,
Rives would still be president and the unive
would be standing still, not moving forward.
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,~dq~ to a 2 ..percent .raise· ieceivect during ~
' l
last year's negotiations, Eastern's faculty along with the faculty of Chicago State,
Governors State, Western and Northeastern would receive a 7 .5 percent increase over
the first two years of the four-year deal.
Last year's contract talks contained scenes
of constant picket protests, numerous verbal
barbs and threats of striking. The two groups
finally went into mediation before a solution
could be reached.
,.··7--;:..- :·.-...
This year was different. Two weeks after
(}~~·- ~initial negotiations began, BOG and UPI
members have possibly already closed the
70WA00·.,,.,_;;.~book on this year's talks.
Even though negotiations went smoothly
and quickly, there is still a long way to go
before teachers receive an equitable salary.
Currently, the average teacher sala~ of ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
$31. 1oo stm ranks below salaries at other
though he has indirectly supported address issues soie1:Y' through
state and national universities like Eastern.
it. The president formed a commit- Daily Eastern News. In many
~

'

t "

---) .----

If the faculty still feels that the contract
presented is not satisfactory and that the
BOG could give more toward teachers'
salaries or any other important aspect of the
contract, they should vote it down. Right
now, however, it d oes not seem that this is
going to happen.
The News commends both the UPI and the
BOG for coming to a quick and sensible solu- ·
tion quring this year's contract negotiations.
, n,..;. . •t' t. h b d
.
d l k f fu d
:~
..-.§._
Pl ~. · .e. u get cuttmg an ac o
n s,
:1 it:We.uld
seetn
that
teachers
are
finally
mov, ,
~;!ng~up the ladder of respect.
•
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You:r ..turn •••
Ethanol· column
a ffeS h Change
f
rOffi Other WOrk

Dear editor:
I would like to commend Chris
Seper On a Well -wri'tten column
that appeared in the Wednesday,
Sept. 16 edition of The Daily
Eastern News. The article described the relationship between
an ethanol blend in gasoline and
the economy. It was nice, for a
change. to be able to read something in The News that had a valid
point. Unfortunately, we readers
are many times negatively influ-

tee several months ago to look
into the valuable role that ethanol
can play in mending the economy
and the environment. Additionally,
George Bush's free trade agreement with Canada and M exico will
bring thousands of agriculturally
1
re ated jobs to the Midwest, particularly in Illinois. It would not be fair
to imply that the president has forgotten about the bread basket of
America.
Matthew Glordano

Republ1·can h 1·d e
and Seek tactl.CS
hurts students

versations with the 'College
publicans, they feel that le
the paper will adequately su
need to inform students a
issues that will directly effect
In sharp contrast, the Univ
Democrats feel that a deba
forum would more adequ
address the issues that stu
have concerns with durin
election year. It is also our
that brief letters to the ne
would not discuss important
h
hi
h
i:...-1
t oroug y enoug . e •a:
debate/forum wouJd enabl

w

dents to get clear answers to
tions that may arise durl

enced by biased, uninformed writopen discussion. This dlr
ers, such as columnist Chris Sundvolvement will serve to edi
heim {In congressional race, the
the students more adequately
Dear editor:
·oc1·
rt• I
choice is clear, Sept. t 6). I would
pen 1c newspaper a 1c es.
There never was a bad man r k
k
h.
Recently, you have read about
In this year of choices we
I e to ta e t IS opportunity to
our attempts to formulate a per- students a clear alternatl
t_4at had ability for good
elaborate on a few of Mr. Seper's son-to- person debate concerning chance to directly address s
......~~service.
points.
. political issues in the 19905. Our concern, as opposed to r
Chris is correct in stating that R
bl'
,
.
epu 1can counterpart.s ,have newspaper articles. You m
President
George
Bush
has
not
.
blocked
our
attempt
at
ead1
avenh ·
,,
".;...·Edmund Burke
~ cc:me .out -:~d._'!_i~c~I~~ :ui:go~~ed " ..u.e~,._. ....,.._.,..._.__:•• , · _. .... ~ 0..1c_e_.-----11a9lt~illll
tti~"'-82':t2 efliano1 mix1ure, alThe College Republicans wish to
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.ly Eastern News

ndidates to debate
xt month at Eastern
dictates for two state seats
1ne congressional office will
at Eastern early next month
,rt of a two-hour political
, organizers announced last
ice seekers for 106th District
representative, 53rd District
senate and 19th District
fSional seats have agreed to
bate at 7 p.m. Oct. 5 in the
1an Hall Auditorium in addito a number of separate appears scheduled for the closing
:ks of their fall campaigns.
Eastern's political science depart:nt, the Mideastern Illinois Labor
:ouncil and the the Charleston
·ea Chamber of Commerce are
sponsoring the debate with the
1les County_ League of Women

contests with six candidates:
• 106th District State Represen·1ve: Republican Incumbent Mike
'eaver of Ashmore and Demo,tic challenger Carolyn Brown
lodge of Paris.
• 19th District Congressional:
:umbent Democrat Glenn Poshof Carterville and Republican

challenger Douglas Lee of Decatur.
• 53rd State Senate: Incumbent
Republican Babe Woodyard of
Chrisman and Democratic challenger Bill Warren of Georgetown.
A media panel with representatives from The Daily Eastern News,
Charleston Times-Courier, Mattoon
Journal Gazette, Decatur Herald
and Review and WCIA-TV from
Champaign-Urbana will question
the candidates. Audience questions
will also be addressed.
The forum will be divided into
two segments. Both congressional
candidates will answer questions
from-7 p.m. to 7:45 p.m. The four
candidates for the state House and
state Senate will answer questions
from 7:50 p.m. to 8:50 p.m. All
candidates will be granted two minutes for a closing statement.
Other forums, debates and joint
appearances have been set for the
next month:
• State representative candidates
will appear before the Coles
County Retired Teachers Oct. 13 at
DeMars Center in Mattoon. Weaver
and Hodge are also scheduled to
appear at the Edgar County Farm
DAN KOONCE/As.soc. photo editor
Bureau Oct. 5.
• Woodyard and Warren have
also been invited to a forum Oct. 13 · Ryan Develon (left), a junior accounting major ties Larson Dotson's rollf!r blade shoe strings on the west
in Watseka
parking lot outside O' brien Stadium on Saturday afternoon before the Eastern football game.
~

1, 2 bµck/e your shoe

ARTH to sell Eco-Cups Monday through Thursday
ELIZABETH RAICHLE
E.A.R.T.H. (Expand the Awareness of
.esponsibility Toward Humanity) will
,onsor the sale of Eco-Cups Monday
'Ough Thursday in Coleman Hall. Sale
the cups will also occur periodically at
,sitively 4th Street Records.
"Kirby Johnson from 4th Street
.ecords has been extremely helpful,"
lid E.A.R.T.H. member Tad Schroder.
'His cooperation allows us to have a per-

509 Van Buren

..,.-. '\' , . ,._ ••,.-

(217) 345-2380

~

-~Cactus jui~e
Shots $1

12oz. Drafts $ 1
UNIVERSITY
THEATRE
Presents

'BRIGHTON
BfACH

MEMOIRS
....__ _
__ _
8

manent location for the sale of the Eco- who use the Eco-Cup at their establish"The Eco-Cup is one way E.A.R.T.H.
Cup."
ment.
provides a realistic view of influence. We
The Eco-Cup is made of recycled plas"A common misconception of recy- don't expect to save the whales or fix the
tic which students can use as a way to cling is that you can recycle all you ozone hole. Our influence is in the realm
reduce the impact of excess garbage. By want, but unless you buy the products it of the community," Schroder said. "By
purchasing the Eco-Cup students and really doesn't make that f!l,\!cp 9f~_a,:J;.Jt!Jf ,H\Dr.>~~~irlY-P~~!; .--w!PJP.&~
,local businesses will use the cup iJ.lStead timpact. P0st~onsumerl recy·ct!11g (th~ · s1v-e peopfe ~av·e lM&-!Uft:!'~-rfte
of plastic or paper cups. This will ~ci:..e_~te, _purch.asing- of recye).ed produ~t~) !.~ RArt , Ji~,.st s§Ji;:'. ·<~r,I ,c.
less waste of the Earth's natural of the solution," Schroder said. .
•
"The cup is one- step in ' A sef1es of
resources.
"The main purpose of an Eco-Cup alternative ways to reduce your impact
Dairy Queen, Jerry's Pizza, Long John serves to make a statement. It says, Tm on the environment," Schroder added.
Silver's, McDonald's (Union Location) . choosing an alternative way to save the "Now is not the time to be afraid of what
and Subway all honor discounts to those Earth,"' Schroder said.
you believe in. Now is the time to act."

/Jftf il§fJf!t 16-19,

23-26
2 pm Sept 20-27
in the studio
Doudna Fine Arts Center

Adults $6
Senior Citizens $5
Children $5
EIU Students $3
Call (217) 581·3110
for Reservations

•
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The Ladies of

Sigma

Sigma

Sigma

ARE PROUD TO PRESENT THEIR
NEWEST MEMBERSI
Julie Brost

Valerie Jones
Kristi Kallas

Rebecca Renwick
Megan Riordan

Lisa Catherine

Kristine Kowaiczyk

Tracey Rubach

Julia Cox
Nina DeMartino
Kathy Duffy

Victoria Lavick

Amy Ryan

Linda Lomacz
Megan Madura

Melissa Schebo
Jennifer Schmalz

Lori Funk

Maria Meckles

Kara Schneider

Amy Girardini
Jennifer Gloudeman

Kara Mikoff
Beth Minarik

Jennifer Sorensen
Kristin Spaeth

Beth Goodwin

Kim Ostermeier

Melissa Stevenson

Stacy Hart
Anne Heise
Nikki Hunt

Michelle Patton
Sheila Petersen

Suzanne Tenclinger
Kellie Vincent

Deb Platz

Jennifer Walters

Jennifer Jenkins

Wendy Pollo

Joni Zink

Christine Baynon

Kristin Zozaski
a·

urn 1
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.
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Foundation
scholarship
now offered
By BRIAN HUCHEL
Staff writer

;

f

.

....

The Harry S. Truman
Foundation is once again
offering scholarships. These
scholarships cover all college
expenses that would be
encountered during a scholarship recipient's senior and
graduate years, said Laurence
Thorsen, political science
professor.
First offered in 1980, the
Harry S. Truman scholarship
is awarded to those applicants
who have high grade point
averages, a major that could
or will lead to a career in government service and plans to
graduate between the dates of
December 1993 and August
1994, Thorsen said.
Each year the Harry S.
Truman Foundation offers
approximately 100 scholarships to to college juniors
across the country. Through
an on-campus competition
Thorsen said Eastern may
nominate as many as three
students, of junior standing,
for the scholarship.
Those juniors are chosen
through a campus selection
committee which looks at the
applicants' grade point averages, their career plans and
essays written by the applicants.
The three students nomina~ed by the CQffilI)ittee are
ffi:en entered rn\1\i·11ia't ional
eumpetition. T~ t-tlmpetition
itself consists of approximately 1,200 nominees. The total
process of recipient selection·
takes six to seven months.
Those students- who are
interested in applying for the
scholarship should contact
Thorsen in room 2 l 4G of
Coleman Hall or at 581-6219
no later than Oct. 5.

Fall Blood Drive
begins next week
The American Red Cross will
be sponsoring the Fall Blood
Drive next week on the upper
deck of Lantz Gymnasium.
The blood drive will begin on
Monday, Sept. 28, from 1 p.m. to
7 p.m. The times for Tuesday,
Sept. 29, through Thursday, Oct.
1, are from noon to 6 p.m.
To give blood you must weigh
at least 110 pounds and you must
be at least 16 years old. If not,
you must have your parents sign a
Red Cross permission slip.
Donors who are at risk for getting and spreading the AIDS
virus, are not advised to give
blood. It is also advised that

Advertise

.. •

Advertise

M;'~

potential donors have no syptoms
of common colds, flu or asthma
up to two weeks before donating.
Donorsshould eat a regular
meal and make an increase of
non-alcoholic fluid intake such as
water or juices.
Do not give blood if you have
hepatitis, malaria or a sexually
transmitted disease.
Before donating blood, the
donor's blood pressure will be
checked. Women who are pregnant may not donate blood.
Students who wish to help can
pass out juice or other refreshments to donors.
-Staff Report

A.;\d..:;,vcrtise
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'21 till
Free Delivery
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LAWSON

ROOSEVELT

RESTAURANT & CATERING

ISN'T IT TIME YOU TRIED
THE BEST FOOD IN TOWN?
409 ?TH STREET

345-7427

ONE BLOCK NORTH OF THE COURT HOUSE

Literary Club - its factions once
were described as "right, far right
and extreme right," though a few
Democrats have been allowed to
join in recent years - have gathered
in the white-shingled carriage
house where they meet each week.
What do they want to hear from
the candidates? "A large perspective discussion of America's role in
the world in the coming decades,"
said Miner. How they will seek
new markets for business?, asked
rancher Ken Kirkbride.
Don Hunton, an internist, is not
necessarily looking for answers.
He's listening for the language of
leadership.·
''.The quality of a great leader is
to take this human being, inherently
selfish, and persuade him there is a
cause that' is greater than his personal needs and can take him on
that track," he said.
"They're not stepping forward
and taking people where they need
to be led.... Our two current candidates aren't worth a hoot as leaders,
neither one of them. Perot sounded
like he was going to be a leader, but
he turned out to be the worst wimp
of all."

&

348-8077

Gourmet
Coffee Club

11 A.M.-10 P.M.

Check it out

MONDAY-SATURDAY

NOW!

GRAIN'.

AVE.

Resident Assistant
..
Applications Are Available:
Location: Housing Office And
Residence Hall Desks
Dates: Sept. 14-25
Due Back: Sept. 25 By NOON
Approximately 15 positions are available
for the Spring Semester

----------------------~---------( SMALL (12 ") )
( MEDIUM (14") )
( LARGE ( 16") )

THIN CRUST
THIN CRUST
THIN CRUST
CHEESE PIZZA CHEESE PIZZA CHEESE PIZZA

S3.99~ S4.99~ S5.99 ~
Each additional topping 60¢
Charleston
909 18th street

348-7515

~nlcars
pim =ij
~

Each additional topping 91¢
charleston
909 18th street

348-7515

"nlcars
pim =ij
~

Each additional topping $1.11
Charleston
909 18th Street

348-7515

UNFORGIVEN (R) 7:00

News!

Good thru 9/27/92.

Good thru 9/27/92.

Good thru 9/27/92.

Please present coupon when paying.

Please present coupon when paying.

Please present coupon when paying.

--
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Make A World of Difference
Be A

Not All Large Pizzas are 1611 ••• Like Ours.
Not All Medium Pizzas are 1411 . . . Like Ours.
Not All Small Pizzas are 1211 ••• Like Ours.

DRIVE

TAFT

Daily Eastern

1:".">;.:

U!Aai;i~

NOT ALL PIZZAS
ARE CREATED EQUAL!

COLEMAN
j !AL.,__

Advertise in the

~

345-7083

GRAPE
CHEYENNE, Wyo. (AP) - It
burns John Ostlund - just BURNS
him - that in all their media opportunities and bus tours and position
papers, George Bush and Bill
Clinton have said zip about the
Most Important Issue.
That issue, says Ostlund, is entitlements - Social Security, welfare
and other expenses that fuel the
federal deficit, a "tragedy of our
time." "Neither candidate will
come to grips with it and neither
candidate will broach the subject,"
said Ostlund, a private investor, former state senator and former
Republican candidate for governor.
"It makes me feel that both candidates are treating the American
public as being really stupid. And
they may be right," chimed in
teacher Walt Mine~
Or the voters may just be confused, or unconvinced, or hungry
for more.
Six weeks before the election,
America is still waiting for answers
- even when the candidates have
offered answers, even when the
problems would test Sisyphus.
On this night, Ostlund and Miner
and the exclusive Young Men's

Located on S. 4th St.
around the
curve
Sat 8-12 e~rd's •
345-4546

Advertise

join the

Byrd's Cleaners

M-F
6:30-5

PRICED TO MOVE
EIU DORM FRIDGES

Carry-Out or Delivery!

--
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astern gains valuable experience Panthers struggle
Women's tennis

o\
1e women's tennis team saw
a bit of action in this weekend
'ing the Eastern Illinois
iversity Invitational which saw
,consin-Green Bay, lllinois1go and St. Ambrose College
Iowa join the Lady Panthers in
days of tennis.
,earns did not play each other,
this type of tournament was
:d at individual and doubles
where players saw a variety of
tition from the other schools.
h player played three singles
three doubles matches in the
days. For Eastern, it also
as a tune-up for the opener
·.ana State Wednesday.
·ngs worked out for us pretty
the way I expected," Eastern
John Ross said. 'There really
't much difference in our sinor doubles play."
:tern finished with an overall
:s record of 14-10 to go with a
ubles mark.
'" 1ois-Chicago proved to be the
,gest in singles with a 14-4
while Wisconsin-Green bay
with a 13-11 showing.
1th of those teams were the

... a

r"f'rn~

Lisa Berg

..

strongest here," Ross said of Green
bay and Illinois-Chicago. "But the
other teams had an advantage over
us going in because they'd all been
involved in matches prior to this.
We won't have to face Green Bay
or Illinois-Chicago until the spring
and I really think by that time we'll
be better than both, if not as least as
good."
Ross was thinking about a future
encounter with Green Bay or
Illinois-Chicago in the conference
tournament at the end of the spring
season.
"There's a long way to go until
then and even though we're young,
I think we'll improve a lot and will
have a good chance at knocking
those teams off in the tournament,"

TimberOeek
Stables. re.

Horsebadc Riding

S'7.50/Hour

IOOlmeS. HorsesOOes. Hay Rides. Voley'or! Horsebai ~

Open 9AM to D.Jsk 217-268-3717
ran...,..,
i,JuiA.a. .f trnle soolunlble45, hn3mies .t
~

c:::__..
~--------=::>

~
~

Phi Beta Chi

Ross said.
Ross had praise for Eastern's No.
1 player, Theresa Rumage even
though she struggled in the tournament.
"I still think she was the best singles player in the tournament, but
she just happened to have an off
weekend," Ross said. "I would
rather her struggle in a tournament
like this than to run into the same
problems later in the season."
The only player to win all of her
singles matches was freshman
Geeta Dua as she won the fourth
flight singles competition. When
she teamed with Terra Erickson in
doubles, they finished second in the
consolation bracket.
Samantha Wulfers, Lisa Berg
and Stephanie Sullivan finished
with 2-1 singles records. All finished in third place. Berg and
Melissa Welch as a doubles team
made the championship match
before losing to finish second with
a2-1 mark.
Rumage and Wulfers salvaged
Eastern 's 6-6 doubles mark with a
three-set victory in Eastern's final
match of the day. They had a tough
time in the first two sets, but won
the third one easily, 6-0. Rumage
and Wulfers finished with a 2-1
record.
Eastern will be right back in
action Monday at the Weller Courts
in an exhibition with Olney
Central, but it will be another exhibition for the Lady Panthers before
the season starts for real at Indiana
State Wednesday.

~-
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IARGE i i SMALL

1 ingredient
Pizza & a Quart
of Coke ........ 8 25

1 ingredient
Pizza & a Quart
of Coke ........ 595

Jerry's
345-2844

Jerry's
345-2844

By MATT MAHARG
Staff writer

The men's tennis team was up
against .some tough competition
this weekend at the Redbird
Classic at Illinois State in Normal
and did not win a match, but did
force a few matches to go three
sets before losing.
"We knew going in everyone
there was much stronger than
us," coach John Bennett said.
The "everyone". included
Illinois State, Indiana State,
Northern Illinois, Northern Iowa
and Evansville.
"We played well in the first set
of some matches, but if we're to
pull an upset, we're going to
have to learn to finish it off,"
Bennett said. "Hopefully this will
give us a better idea of what
we'll be up against in the future
and what it will take to .be successful."
The players who lasted three
sets included George Macey, who

I

1.

Lunch Special: Grilled cheese w/bowl
of chili $1 99
$3 Pitchers
(Lite & Geniune Draft)
Tonite: 3 chili dogs for $1

Chicago Bears -vs- N. Y. Giants

Get Your
Gang Together!
For Warbler
Group Pictures
November 2-7
Union Bookstore Lobby
9:00am - 3:00pm

"Express Yourself"
at Jerry's Pizza~ Pub

t

0 ,

lost to Illinois State's top player
who finished second in the tournament. Freshman Brad Rozboril
lost in three sets to Evansville's
No. 3 player, 3-6,6-4,6-4.
Brandon Kuhl lost in three sets
to Illinois State's No. 7 player 57 ,6-1,6-4. In doubles, Pat Mellin
and Brandon Kuhl lost in three
sets to Illinois State 6-3,3-6,6-4.
The other matches went two sets,
but most of them were still close.
"I think Macey played well his
first match considering who he
was up against," Bennett said.
"Kuhl also did well in his match
and then he and Mellin played a
good three sets against Illinois
State."
In addition to the tournament,
Eastern also lost a dual match
against Northern Iowa, 5-0.
"Last Yt:ar they beat us 5-1 and
the reason they beat us 5-0 this
year is because their No. 1 player
from last year is now piaying No.
4, so that gives you an id.e a of
how much they've improved,"
Bennett said.
The loss leaves Eastern at 1-1
-in dual meets. Saturday, Eastern
will be at Western Winois for a
dual match against the Leathernecks and Bradley University.

Utl_arty's

Del White
Denise Macey
Cheryl Morris
Cristy Garroutte

Where the Price
is Right.

Men's tennis

onday nite football at ...

Announces
its Zeta Class
Jennifer Crawford
jenny Kolibab
LaGene Hutchcraft

at Redbird Classic

We want your clubs, teams, classes, roommates,
organizations, Frats. and Sororities, groups of friends
and anyone else!
Inspire New Members, Remember Old Times!

Contact Cathy Myers at 581-2812
For appointments and details
SELL IT!

BUY IT!

SAY IT!

IN

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS CLASSIFIEDS

8

1VlON

DA_Y
SEPT: 21, 1992

THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS

RESUME
PACKAGES. YOU CHOOSE
DES IGN, TYPESTYLE AND
PAPER. PATTON PRINTING,
418
W.
LINCOLN,
CHARLESTON. 345-6331.

The Daily Eastern News

cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report errors
immediately at 581-2S.t 2.
A corrected ad will appear
in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear-in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following days newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled AFTER the 2 p .m .
deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.

--------91~~

--...,~-~-,---...,--~12/11

CASH FOR GOLD-DIAMONDSGUNS-TV-VCRS-MOST ANYTHING OF VALUE. ALSO GLEASON 'S COMPUTER SHOP,
NEW AND USED COMPUTER
SYSTEMS, ACCESSORIES AND
SOFTWARE. BUY , SELL AND
TRADE. UPTOWN ON SQUARE,
WEST SIDE. 348-1011 . PAWN
SHOP
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _12/11
TAP DANCE : Advanced class
345-7 182. JACQUELINE BENNETT DANCE CENTER

I

ADOPTION: Loving couple
unable to have baby wants to
give infant all advantages of a
loving, financially secure home.
We'll pay expenses. Legal, confidential. Call collect (717) 5692944.
-

~-----~--9/25

T'S EXPERT KEYS. TYPING.
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
IN CHARLESTON. SAME DAY
SERVICE AVAILABLE. CALL
348-0627

The Daily Eastern News

TRAININ<i/ScHOOLS

HELP WANTED
WANTED

AoomON
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES

FOR RENT
FOR SAU
LOST &. FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

\

MINI STORAGE FOR RENT BY
THE MONTH. APARTMENT
RENTALS 820 LINCOLN ST.
PHONE 348-7746.
-------~12111

Microwave ovens for rent $59 for
9 months plus $10 deposit. Apartment Rentals 820 Lincoln St .
phone 348-7746.
~~~~~~~~~12111
QUIET 1-BR APT, FURNISHED.
UTILITIES PAID. FOR 1 OR 2.
CALL 345-4336 AFTER 5 PM
----------'9/25

,....

[J~~~ Eastern News

I

MALE ROOMMATE SHARE
TWO BEDROOM. FULLY FURN I SH ED APT . SPRING '93
ONLY . CLOSE TO CAMPUS .
345-6098.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT-fisheries. Earn $600+/
week in canneries or $4,000+/
month on fishing boats. Free
transportation! Room & Board!
Over 8,000 openings. MALE or
FEMALE. For employment program call 1-206-545-4155 ext.
A5738
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/25
$252 .50 . SELL 50 FUNNY,
COLLEGE T-SHIRTS AND
MAKE $252.50. NO FINANCIAL
OBLIGATION. A RISK FREE
PROGRAM. AVG. SALES TIME
= 4-6 HOURS. CHOOSE FROM
12 DESIGNS. FOR MORE
INFO. CALL FREE 1-800-7333265.
_ _ _ __ _ _ ___9/22

DIRECTORY

Ao FORM

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Phone: - - - - - - - -StudentsO Yes

0

:;

..·~·l)··
1 Grist receiver

No

Dates to run ______________
Ad to read:

~

Expiration code (office use only) ---~-----Person accepting ad _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __
no. words/days_ _ _ _ _ _Amount due:$ _ _ _ __

0

Cash

ocheck

-=t~~

0

~~~-=-c-,--,.,--,--,--.,.-.,--9130

TOKENS CHECK CAS
SERVICE OPEN LATE
WEEKENDS TO SERVE
BETTER. OUR FRIE
STAFF ANSWERS QUES
TOO. LIMITED ENROLL
PERIOD.
_ _ _ _ca9/2,8,11,16,
Warbler Group Pictures
taken Nov. 1-7. For Appoi
or details call Cathy My
581-2812.
_ _ _ _ _ _ca9/15,2
Brown your buns. 1Otanni
sions $23. JAMAICAN T
pm-9 pm. 348-0357
Stop in and check out th
tured article this week at 1i
Clothing Department. It
something new, It could be
thing blue, It could be s
EIU, But its definitely so
for you.

WOMENS' blk leather jacket sz
15, $50; wmns blue jean jacket sz
L, $15. 348-8545
--~~~~~--12111
1987 PLYMOUTH Horizon, 4DR,
5-speed, stereo, color black ,
sporty beautiful interior and exterior $1950. 345-9627
~--~--~~-12111
Clinton/Gore & Carol Moseley
Braun Tee-shirts for $10.00 & up.
348-0030

Lost on Campus. Diamond,
Emerald and gold ring. Please
contact 5368 A.S.A.P.! Possible
Reward.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21
FOUND: glasses in case in Buzzard bathroom. Identify to claim
at Student Publications 5812812.
---------,-~9
. /21
LOST: AT PANTHER'S-MUSICAL MICKEY MOUSE WATCHREWARD $30.00. IF FOUND
CALL JILL 2628.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23

'

Under Classification of: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Payment:

Single bed $100, Bar $125,
Refrigerator $150, New Chain
Saw, $200. 348-1614.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/23
1987 Red Honda Spree, 750
miles, new battery, good condition, $500. Call Leslie 348-0607
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
Order your T-shirts for group,
club, or organization-quality and
reasonable prices. JAMAICAN
TAN 348-0357
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21
Couch and furniture set, which
includes loveseat, 2 chairs, and
footstool. Call 345-5238, after 5
p.m.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21
1983 PLYMOUTH GRAND FURY
4-Door, 83 ,000 Actual Miles,
Good Dependable Transportation, $1650. Call Steve, Days
581-6251 , Evenings, 348-1657.

•f

24 Poetic /
contraction ~"
25 - - up (gather
5Aircraft
quickly)
personnel
28 Library
9Honkers
instrument
14 Reveler's cry of 31 Unruly crowd
34 Just about
old
36 Developer's
15 Lead-in for
purchase
gram
37 Sufficiently
18 Damask-rose
cooked
perfume·
38"Mon - -!"
17 Not fem . or
39 Cat- - - -tails
neut.
41 Malt kiln
18 Inspired
42 Jillian and Miller
19Gunwale
43 Chaney or Nol
adjunct
44 Calf's stomach
membrane
20 "Better a blush
- -" (Beginning 46 Asian festival
of a Cervantes
47 Jason's
quote)
sorceress
23 Continually
••Sample

n. I

I

. CLASSIFIED

19 8 4 Cu ti ass C i e r r a , 5 3 , OOO
miles, 2DR, blue, loaded, $4,500
345-6861.
-------~-12111
1978 Honda Hawk, CB400. $450
obo. Great condition . Call 3481105.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
For sale '85 Dodge Colt/creme
cheap transportation-Good Condition! $1200. obo 348- 7864
Christa.
-------,.---12111
4 bedside cabinets $10.00 each.
Call Jeff at 345-3866.
-,-.,-,--=--,--=--,.----12111
1988 Ford Festiva, one-owner,
low mileage $3250. 1985 Chevrolet Celebrity, one-owner au.torT)atic, air $2750. 345-4471
.,-.,.---,oo---c---=----o-12/11
84 Pontiac TransAm 15th
anniversary limited edition, t-tops,
good condition, 3,000 obo. 3475729 after 5:30
-=----...,---,----=-cc-,,--.12/11
Stereo & speakers-$60. b-ball
hoop/backboard-$30. Over-under
washer/dryer-$75. 1Oa-2p. 3454426
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 12111
U2 Tickets, $50; Alpine Car CD
Player, $190; Clarion Tape Deck,
$125. Call 581-6137
12/11
c-=-H"""'E-,A""'P,-,_!-,F=B,_,l-,.
/ U.,.-.""'s-.-,S-,,,E,-,-1z=E D 89
MERCEDES, $200; 86 VW, $50;
87 MERCEDES, $100; 65 MUSTANG, $50. FREE lnformation-24
Hour Hotline . 801-379-2929
Copyright #IL 14KJC
11/24
.,.,19=8,_,.8_,H..,.,O"""N~D,--A,--,-,N77
X2""'5""'o-,E=N-=Du RO
CHEAP SPORTY TRANSPORTATION 1,200 MILES .
$1,500/080. CALL ANYTIME
235-2675
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _9/25

Wanted: Friends, Clubs, Teams,
Roommates, Organizations ,
Greeks, and Anyone Else for
Warbler Group Pictures. Call
Cathy Myers at 581-2812
_ _ _ _ _ _ca9/15,21 ,29,

Need a paper typed? Call Carla
at 581-3068. Charge-$1 per
page.

SERVICES OmRED
TRAVEL

wl· •· ·2
•':,•, .,,f'il'''fil'''''fil'''''filgzfilillElfITEJllllillil2fill

Wf£11ffi!ill[ffi]§[§ljlil]£11ffilli.::• lli(Jl•

,..,---,.-------...,..,.-,~--,9/23

assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

1 girl needed immediately to complete 3 Bedroom House. Call
345-7136

Church childcare attendant needed. Sunday mornings and
Wednesday afternoons/evenings.
$5/hour. Please call for interview.
235-5676.

Credit

Check number
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first day. 10 cents per word
each consecutive day. 15 word minimum. Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS

The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous
or in bad taste.

51 Savoir-faire
53 Conclusion of
the quote
60 Slipknot loop
61 Toward the
mouth
62 English
humorist
Edward-63 Dean Martin
party
64 Musical sound
65 Cement
ingredient
66 Llama's habitat
67 - - of the earth
68 "Pardon me!"

34
38
42

DOWN
1 Office note
2 A grand duke of
Muscovy
3 Kind of cause
4 Lustful
5 lmtate
6 Recompense
7 Branch of govt.
a Move w ith effort
~ 9 Infer
10 All en of the
Revolution
11 College on the
Thames
12 Room in a
hacienda
13 Before, in poesy
21 Holiday
preceders
22Wobble

63
66

25 Egypt's Anwar
26 Singer Patsy
27 Flower spike
29 Skirt style
30 Long or short
weight
31 Eerie noises
32 Assault
33 Midler or Davis
35 City on the
Tagus
37 Renaissance
sculptor

40 Cain's land
45 Impress
distinctly
47 Some a
cappella songs
48 Available
so -- com1tatus
52 Unwelcome
mosquito

P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:3
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30
11:00
11:30

Fresh Prince
som
Movie: Miss
America Behind
the Crown
News
Tonight
rent Affair
Inside Edition

.

"
.It._

• ... • '

• "" • •

.._
'

.

' ... i

Evening Shade
Hearts Afire
Murphy Brown

Young Indiana
Jones
Giants at
Bears

Love and War
News
M•A•s•H
Peoples
Nightline

NFL Match Up
NFL Mag.
Water Skiing

l

Mets
Little House

WWF Wrestling
Volleyball

News
Love Conn.
rt

-.

t

•••

Star

Baseball Tonight MacGyver
SportsCenter
Hammer
Late Mr. Pete
Off Road Racin Ray Bradbury

,,"'

"' " .. ... • ~

Murder,
She Wrote

••••

_,,.

.

.
\

........

"

..

,."'""'

..

'It

..

WKRP
Arsenic Hall
News
Kojak

.....

11

.,,

'

...................

,.

........

,

........

..

Wildlife Tales
Arctic

Combat
Sob Spoo
ilm
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Everyone! Get your team
ly for BIG WHEELS race,
lay, September 26 at 11 :00
For info. or registration
call 348-5404 or 348-8222.
~-:---c=-----=o----9/21
Wheels Teams-Enter your
at IKE's or call 348-5404.
Deadline Thurs. Sept. 24
'
9/24
"ENTION HOMECOMING
IRS-! THE DEADLINE FOR
ERING POMPS FROM
NS IS FRIDAY, SEPT. 25.
IRA AT 345 -4600 FOR
MATION. GIGANTIC DISS AS USUAL
_ _ __ _ _ _ _9/25
Everyone! Get your team
for BIG WHEELS race ,
lay, September 26 at 11 :00
, For info. or registrat ion
call 348-5404 or 348-8222.
~---.,...,,-,.....-,-~.9/25
· Lanceman-Hi baby girl! I'm
·oud you are my kid. Soon
ill go out, maybe even with
?! You are the best. Your
loves you-Alpha Garn love,
9/21
""'·F=o-IE"'L~D=-s=-:...,H
~i'"'"!.,..Y,.._o_u_a_r_
e aweand the best mom in
GAMS! Thanks for everyWe have to go to Thirsty's
11 Love in Alpha Garn and
Keri

To my #1 Alpha Garn Grandkid:
MELISSA NUCKLES-Have a
great week! Love , GrandmaJoanne
---,--~------·9/21
ALEC RISS: Keep your head up
this week. The fun will come at
Big Wheels. Love you-Jo-Jo
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ 9/21
ANGELA HALFMAN: Hey Geek
Congrats on getting Lavaliered!
Alpha Garn luv! Keri
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21
PUT A SMILE ON SOMEONE'S
FACE-SEND A BALLOON! UP,
UP & AWAY BALLOONERY
DELIVERS! 1503 ?TH ST. 3459462

B.E A PART OF THE

Kim Kleckner, Happy 21st Birthday. I didn't forget. Phi Sig Love,
Jenise
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/21
Erin and Frances-You are the
best! Thanks for being great
friends. AGO love and mine, Gin
.,.-----.,.--------.,......,---,.--,-9121
Anyone interested in join ing
Alpha Phi Omega but missed last
weeks information meetings can
do so by calling Eric at 581-3537
by 5:00 p.m. Wednesday.
- - - - - - -...,--9122
N.A. l.T . WILL BE HOLDING A
CUSTOM LOFT SALE IN THE
SOUTH QUAD ON MONDAY
AND TUESDAY. DISPLAY IS
AVAILABLE. THE LOFTS ARE
$95 , WHICH COMES COMPLETE . A $50 DEPOS IT IS
REQUIRED UPON ORDERING.
_ __ _ _ _ _ __ 9/21

~~~~ca9/21,23,25,28,30,

SHAWN BUCKLEY AND KERRY
VOIGHT! THANKS FOR HELPING US OUT W/DERBY DAYS.
GOOD JOB! LUV, YOUR ALPHA
GAM SISTERS.
_ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ 9/21
Fire Up Phi Sig Pledges! You're
doing a great job! Phi Sig Love,
The Actives
.,...,-.,---o~==~--=--,--,--,---9/21
JIM CREECH : Take it easy on
the DSP pledge class! You were
there once too!!
~--,.,..~-~--~-9/21
TAUS: Check out your sisters win
another flag football game, 5:00
across from Lawson today. TAUS
ROCK! Love, Kristine

HEARTLAND !
Heartland Magazine is a generalinterest Magazine featuring the
people the places of east central
Illinois.It is published two to three
times a year by the Jo urnalism
Department at Eastern Illinois University Charleston, with stories and
photographs produced by our students. ·

POSITIONS OPEN FOR:
Feature Writers
Photographers
Graphic Designers

*NOTICE*
To CLARIFY THE CAMPUS

There will be a meeting
on Wednesday, September 23
3 p.m. in The Mac Lab
of Buzzard Building.

CuPs Poucv:
Campus clips are for nonprofit campus organizations
only. Groups can run a
Campus clip one day only
for one event.

For more information call
Sue Rzepka 581-2812

Calvin and Hobbes

by Bill Watterson

will meet 6:30 p.m. Monday, !:iept.

m. Please bring money for dues and scissors.

I'I~

PHI OMEGA will meet 6:30 tonight in the University Union
Room. Notice NEW LOCATION.
'A OMICRON NU will have 1st meeting 5 p.m. tonight. Speaker
present to share experiences with AHEA conference.
.TIONAL SPORTS Wt)iffle ball begins today at 6:30 p.m. in
1sed gym of the SAC.
LIBRARY is offering tours from Sept. 21 -Sept. 30. Tour times
i:OO p.m. Monday, 2:00 p.m. Tuesday and 11 :00 a.m. Wednes-
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SIMPl.£
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I'M A $\t-Wlt

W..I\ 'fl\TI-'
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1TIONAL SPORTS Co-Rec Wallyball begins today at 8 p.m. in
Rac::ql.j~lba11

'{ESltRDP..i

'{O\J W~i£D /\

MM~. ~OSBES .

_-·

CJnliOfrlC '" s:rn ERJSt. Vincent de :,......., meeting •tonight 7 •
the Newman Center (9th & Lincoln) All new members are wel1EL1NG CENTER "Make A Match - Career Choice Workshop"

:ed by Dr. Bud Sanders and Julie Garrett. Undeclared? Thinking
ging your major? Seeking more information about jobs, careers,
labor market needs? Limited enrollment. Call 581-3413.
CLUB Informational meeting 6 p.m. Monday, Sept. 21 Cole3rd floor lounge. New members welceime. For information call
581 -8032.
(Crisis Pregnancy Center Cam~:.rs Outreach) will meet 6:30
iday at the University Union McDonald's Panther Lair. All newwelcome.
:IAL AID Disbursement 9:00 a.m. - 3:30 p.m. today in the UniGrand Ballroom for Perkins Loan.
STUDENT UNION Duke and Dutchess Contest applications
available in the BSU Office 201 tJniversity Union Mon., Sept. 21 1!. 25 which is the DEADLINE.
KAPPA ALPHA is sponsoring a voter's registration for the
of Sept. 21 -25 from 9 a.m.-1 p.m. For Cook County, Coles Coun~ Chicago residents. Any questions call Tiffany Jackson at 348between 8-3 p.m .

~ -•9

-·:, --~ ~:·~>~.:~-. ~ . ·'.~

LJ

.ENOTE: Campus clips are run free of charge one day only for
•ent. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily Eastern News
by noon one business day before the date of the event. Example:
1t schedule for Thursday should be submitted as a Campus clip
1__~edne§day. (Thursday is the deadline for Friday, Saturday or
event. ~ Cli~mitted after deadline WILL NOT be published.
,.: '1!]1 .!;>EU~"Y Phofle. Any Clip that is illegible or contains
ing information will not be run.
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The Daily Eastern News
will run your CLASSIFIED AD
for 1 day for $1 *

A tJTMlE

•10 words ONE DAY is $1.00
1 FOR $1 IS AVAILABLE TO ANY NON-COMMERCIAL INDIVIDUAL WHO
IES TO .sE1J. AN ITEMS OR ITEMS (MAX. OF 3 ITEMS). ALL ITEMS MUST
ED.
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Panthers
finish 7th
at Kenosh·a

2nd Annual

BIG WHEELS

Men's cross country

Everyone Welcome
By BRIAN HARRIS
Staff writer

The men's cross country team
team finished seventh out of 23
teams this weekend at the Midwest
collegiate championships in
Kenosha Wisconsin.
Kenosha is traditionally the
Panther's first big competition of
the season, and its hilly 8,000meter course offers a rigorous test
of the runners' conditioning.
Eastern's top finisher was sophomore Nate Shaffer, in 26th place
with a time of 26:32. He along with
second inan Jason Frey and Dave
Lewis all finished within 20 seconds of each other. But the gap
between that group and Eastern's
second pack is what kept the
Panthers out of the top team placings.
Eastern 's next four runners also
finished close together, within 20
seconds, but were 32 seconds
behind Lewis.
Tha! second group included
Brett Carlson in 7lst at 27:23, Rich
Arsenault in 78th at 27:36, Geoff
Masanet in 86th at 27:42, and Steve
Cunningham in 89th at 27:43.
'They didn't have a great race,
but it wasn't that bad," said head
coach John Mcinerney. "Our trouble started after Lewis when our
pack started to break down a bit.
We're still in a pretty heavy training stage though. Our younger runners aren't used to it, and we're just
not as fit as we need to be overall."

WHEN:
RAINDATE:
WHERE:
MUSIC BY: ·

September 26th at.11 :00 a.m.
October 3rd
On 7th St. In Front of My Place Lounge
Lost Luggage

Food•Prizes•Drinks Available
The Race is a Head-to-head competitions starting at the top of 7th Street '& Finishing at
My Place Lounge - Teams consist of 4 Members, $20 Registration Fee per Team.

All Proceeds Donated To City of Charleston~ l?.arkh,
and Recreation Department
Registration Forms Available at IKES, For More info Call
348-8222 or 348-5404

EVENT SPONSORED BY: DELTA TAU DELTA

NOBODY
KNOWS
LIKE .
RooM1No~s

How You Like Pizza At Home.

Eastern
takes 8th
at meet

-

Women's Cross Country

By PAUL DEMPSEY
Staff writer

.The women's cross country
team was somewhat successful
this weekend in Kenosha,
Wisconsin at the Midwest Open.
They finished a respectable
eighth out of 26 teams, but coach
John Craft knows his squad can
improve on its performance.
"Our women just didn't get
out on the first mile like they
should have," Craft said. "Things
don't change much after the first
mile. Everyone could have run
better, we just started out a bit
slowly."
In the days previous to· the
race, a lot of precipitation fell
which caused the times to be a
bit slower according to Craft.
Kiya Thomas was the first to
cross the line for Eastern. Her
time of 18:49 was good enough
for 14th place.
Next was Ti Jaye Rhudy who
· was 35th with a time of 19:26 .
. Amy Bersig was Eastern 's third
• finisher with.a time of 19:56. _. _

r---------------1-----------------r-------------2 FREE PEPSIS
with:

I

LARGE PIZZA

MEDIUM PIZZA

Chee4!~

with Cheese &
3 FREE PEPSIS

TERRIFIC TUESDAYS!
Dinner for THREE!
'

OR
MEDIUM PAN PIZZA
·. with Cheese

5?u~AX

•

LARGE CHEESE PIZZA
with 32oz. of PEPSI

.

•

. TUESDAYSONLY...

Ml

L-----~---------------------------L--------------STUDENT SURVIVAL KIT (OFFER MAY EXPIRE WITHOUT NOTICE) ADDIJIONALTGPEINGS AVAILA
OFFER GOOD AT LISTED LOCATIONS ONLY. NO LIMIT ON PIZZAS . NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER. MUST

MENTIO~

COUPON WHEN ORDE
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occer team loses to 7th-ranked Billikens
ror the first 60 minutes, the
soccer team held its own
then some against St. Louis
rersity.
t like the nationally-ranked
they are, the Billikens were
• 1g in the wings just waiting for
'anthers to make a mistake.
the mistakes did happen, the
.ens capitalized on them for
quick goals resulting in a 2-1
-from-behind victory over
loss drops Eastern to 1-3 on
ason and boosted the 7thBillikens' mark to 4-1.
:nior forward Tom Waters
the first goal of the game for
at 61 :09 off of a crossing
from sophomore Paul
. It was Waters' first goal
year and Agyeman 's third

Cizo Mosnia said, is where his
team made its mistake.
"After we scored, there was a let
down. We started feeling comfortable, and against a very good team
like that you shouldn't feel comfortable at anytime," Mosnia said.
"That also has a lot to do with
youth. The feeling of not being able
to score too often in the last two or
three games made them celebrate a
little extra and it's unfortunate."
A minute and seven seconds
later, the Billikens drew even with
the Panthers off a comer kick that
was headed in by Brian McBride.
The Billikens then took the lead
four minutes later with Scott
McDoniel beating Panther goalie
John Gouriotis.
"The second half of the game
was really pretty even," Mosnia
said. "What happened was as soon
as we scored, our players were very
happy to have scored a goal and I
think they carried it too far."
In front of a St. Louis crowd of

Tom Waters
more than 1,000 people, the
Panthers battled St. Louis to 0-0 tie
after one half of play. Mosnia said
that was part of the panthers' strategy.

lleyball
*From page 12
:pped into the starting slot as
:-hitter opposite Susie Green
re the team the offensive lift
:sperately have needed.
ler's hitting percentage of
1ver the past three matches
:en phenomenal," Ralston
"She's cut down her errors
:rably."
ause of Sadler's sparkling
Ralston has been able to

"We played somewhat defensively in the first half," Mosnia
said. "We felt if we could stay with
the score being tied in first half,
then we were just going to open it
up on them. Make them feel like
they're in control and then start
opening up a bit.
"We started opening it up toward
the end of the first half but it didn't
work and the score ended up 0-0."
The Panthers defense and
Gouriotis' goalkeeping held the St.
Louis attack at bay for much of the
game but according to Mosnia, did
have some breakdowns.
"They (St. Louis) are a good
team, they pass the ball really
nice," Mosnia said. "But we made
some little mistakes with our passing and one of them contributed to
the goal. And the comer kick was
just a missed mark (on the St. Louis
player)."
Mosnia said he was very pleased
with play of junior goalie Gouriotis
who has allowed six goals in four

games.
"He played real well and he
came up with some key saves. I'm
very happy with his play," Mosnia
said. "Over the last two years I
thought he could have played a lot
better than what he did, but this
year he is playing really well and is
improving from game to game."
The loss puts Eastern in somewhat of a hole with a 1-3 mark and
with a two-game road trip to Texas
next weekend.
Mosnia said despite the record,
he is optimistic about the team's
chances to turn things around.
"The only pressure it puts on
anybody is the record," Mosnia
said. "We've been playing a little
bit better from game to game but
there are mistakes that are made
each game. I think we are going to
correct them.
"Our team is getting a lot
stronger than what we were at the
beginning of the season."

was the key to winning the game.
"The defense won the game for
us," Korosec said. "They gave us
great field position all night and
really did the job."
The defense limited the potent
Racer rushing attack to 199 yards
on 50 carries, far below their average.
Lane led Eastern with 14 tackl~s, followed by freshman
lmebacker Matt Sweeney's 11
tackles and Jason Sydnor's 10.
The Panthers also had four
sacks on the day.
"They (Murray State) came into
the game averaging 340 rushing

yards a game," Spoo said. "And
we did an outstanding job against
them."
Thome said he thought this was
the best game they have put
together so far this season.
"We put both our offense and
our defense together for the first
time," Thorne said. "But I still
think the offense can play a lot better."
Thorne and the rest of the
Eastern football team will get a
chance to do that Saturday when
they travel to Illinois State for a
,1 :~_o - P·rr~·· C?~te,~t , ww} ;., th,ej I V
!Red5'i,r.<;ls...,0

Football
and helped us out in the back row."
• Middle-hitter Beth Foster
along with Sadler, Green and
Traub has provided Ralston with a
dependable foursome on the offensive front. Foster finished the trip
second behind Traub with 28 kills
and averaged three kills and one
block per game.
Coach Ralston was quick to
point out the pre-season predictions don't mean anything.
"It doesn't matter what people
say," Ralston said, "I always
believed that 3-0 was a realistic
start for us despite opening on the
road."
...

·-

•From page 12
and six, but the referee ruled that
Melvin Jackson was bumped on
the play, giving Eastern new life.
Eastern wasted little time getting its next score. Sean Drendel
recovered a fumble on the kickoff
at the Murray State 27-yard line
and four plays later, Korosec
scored his third touchdown of the
g~me dashing 16 xards through a
big hole to the endzone making the
score 34-3.
Although the Panther offense
piled up 48 points, Korosec shared
a common belief that the defense
~-

on Light
1werGym
.imited Tans for one
month $25 or
15 Tans for $25
student discount
weight training
7th St.
345-1544

~

PANTHER
LOUNGE

----

0NIGHT

1

·1.so

ITC HERS
0 COVER

Front Disc Brakes
includes
resurfacing rotors
& Labor

$4722

Metallic Pads extra

Lube, Oil
Filter Change
and Wash&
Wax

$1422.

ie~ i5·

Exp. 9/ 28/ 92

$2422
Most Cars

Exp. 9/28/ 92

Labor
Parts Extra

S p e c i a l r::>isce>-u_:n._t fe>r EIL_I St-u_cle:n._ts
F r e e I:n._spectie>:n._s
4 Wheel Alignment
Recommended
For Front Wheel
Drive Cars
Exp. 9/ 28/ 92

$4422

Labor

Parts Extra

Flush & fill your radiator
Includes 1 gal
antifreeze

$2422

Here is
is weeks
A value worth $5. 00

ff\E.E.

(ieci . Change Fluid
~e~
0
0o ~'& Filter & Gasket

eve

Most Cars

Exp. 9/ 28/ 92

TRANSMISSION
SERVICE

Front End Alignment

$ 2622

Recommended
for Rear Wheel
Drive Cars
Exp. 9/ 28/ 92

Labor

At TOKEN'S
Clothing ·
Department

Check Cashing Registration w/ Any
Clothing Purchase includes- Hats and Backpacks

Panthers trounce the Racers, 48Eastern's special team
come through in victor
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer

DAN KOONCE/Associate photo editor
Eastern's junior wide receiver Jason Calabrese tries to elude a Murray State defender with his eyes closed
during ih_e Panthers 48-9 victory Saturday night at O'Brien Stadium.

Eastern avenges '91 loss to Racers
BA KE!A HAtfil!.
By KEN RYAN
Sports editor

1•'

,..,...

·
Head· football coach Bob Spoo said revenge was
not on· bis ·mind Saturday night, but one wouldn't
guess that from the way the players performed in
Eastem's 48-9 trouncing of the Racers of Murray
State Saturday night.
The Panthers took advantage of four Murray
State tuincivers and 12 penalties to avenge last season's contr9versial one-point loss to the Racers and
improved·to 2-1 on the season.
Eastern, which led 17-3 at the half, broke the
game o.pen in the third quarter outscoring the
Racers 24-0 to widen its margin to 41-3.
Sophomore running back Bill Korosec provided
the offensive spark for the Panthers, scoring three
touchdowns. He rushed for 54 yards on 11 carries
and caught five passes for 53 additional yards.
Korosec said the victory over Murray State was
big for them, since last year's loss was the beginning of a disappointing season for Eastern. The
Panthers went on to lose the following four games
by one point after that loss.
"Last year, the Murray State game was the tum-

~· •

·

,,

· .

mg point in tfie wrong direction," Korosec said.
"This year, hopefully it will be just the opposite and
will go in the right direction for us."
If the third quarter is any indication of what the
Eastern offense is capable of, the Panthers are well
on their way to heading in the right direction.
Eastern scored on four of its five possessions in
the third quarter.
With a 17-3 lead, quarterback Jeff Thome led the
Panthers on a 14 play, 70-yard drive that resulted in
a Steve Largent field goal from 21 yards out.
Largent connected on all six of his point after
attempts and both of his field goals.
On the drive, Thome, who completed 18 of his
29 passes for 218 yards and a touchdown, hit on 6-8
passes helping to set up the field goal.
Then after Derrick Lane, who had 14 tackles and
a sack, recovered a fumble at the Murray State 34
yard line, the offense was at it again.
This time Chris Hicks caught a pass from Thome
and raced down the sidelines for a 25-yard touchdown. The touchdown was set up by a pass interference call against Murray State. The Racers
appeared to have stopped Eastern on a third down
•Continued on page 11

Special teams help win football
games-bottom line. As a result,
head coach Bob Spoo can sleep a
little easier this week.
There were several notable plays
in which the Panthers special
teams contributed in Eastem's 48-9
drubbing over the Murray State
Racers.
• Senior wide receiver Mike
Rummell ignited the powdered keg
early in the first quarter blocking a
Taylor Colby punt at the 13:48
mark. The blocked punt was
Eastern's second of the season in
only three games.
• With Eastern leading 10-3,
sophomore defensive back Ray
McElroy returned Murray State's
kickoff 50 yards, all the way down
to the Racers 34-yard line.
• Senior punter Jason Caldwell
pinned Murray State deep in its
own territory twice, in the second
quarter Caldwell's punt sailed out
of bounds at the Racer six-yard
line. In the third quarter, Caldwell's
punt from the Murray State 39yard line was downed by Eastern
at the 4: 18 mark and buried the visitors on their own two-yard line.
•Punt-returner Pete Mauch kept
the Panthers in decent field position by returning five punts for 27
yards.
• Freshman Ricker Steve Largent
also came up with a solid performance.
Largent was perfect on the
evening making six-of-six of his
point after attempts. Largent also
nailed a 32-yard field goal at the
5:51 mark of the second quarter
and converted a 21-yarder in the
third quarter.
• With the score 27-3, Eastern
sophomore linebacker Sean
Drendel recovered Homer Patton's
fumbled kickoff return at the
Murray State 27.
Spoo said he was more than satisfied with the overall special
teams play in Saturday's victory.

'There's no doubt about it,
cial teams was a major r
this victory," Spoo said. "I w
appointed with our kickoff
age (referring to Murray S
Sheldon Smith return of a ·
55 yards.)
"It was great to see L
come through and have an ·
sive game," Spoo said.
Caldwell's punting certainly
vi9ed a ~park and gave his
confidence as well."
"Anytime we can pin
down way back in their OWll
tory, its' a huge incentive fl
defensive to go out after
senior defensive tackle D
said. "When we have them
like that, our goal is always
and give our offense th
around the fifty-yard line."
Largent was also happy
up for the Panthers and
that he belongs as Eastern'
goal kicker.
"There's no doubt thi
gave me confidence," Larg
scored 12 points in the con
"Early in the year, we were
problems getting the perfect
bination for the field go
now we've gotten ever
worked out. Jeff (Thorne)
a great job getting the sn
for me to kick and I real
good going out there to kick.

Volleyball team starts off Mid-Continent season 3
By JOHN FERAK
Staff writer
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It wasn't supposed to be this
way.
Coach Betty Ralston's Lady
Panthers were coming off a disappointing 12-21 season in
which Eastern finished tied for
9th place. Therefore, it was no
real shocker they were predicted
to finish 6th in the MidContinent Conference this season.
However, prophets, psychics
and mystics have no place in the
Lady Panthers' season as
Ralston's squad came away with
a perfect 3-0 mark after three
consecutive road victories to
open conference action.
<?n Friday, Ralston's spikers

had no problem handling
Youngstown State sending the
Penguins home on their trail of
tears winning 15-5, 15-4 and 158.
Kim Traub's 11 kills, seven
blocks; Kaaryn Sadler (seven
kills) and senior Susie Green
(four kills, .444 hitting pct.)
contributed to Eastern 's win.
Others who played well
included setter Amy Van
Eeckeren who posted 22 assists
and senior Lori Olson who
added nine digs.
On Saturday, Eastern brought
out the brooms against
Cleveland State winning 15-4,
15-4 and 15-7 giving the Lady
Panthers a clean sweep over
their first three Mid-Con opponents.

Amy Van Eekeren
"I wasn't expecting us to
dominate the Cleveland State

match like we did," Ralston
said. "Lori Olson's serving really got us off to a great start. She
had four aces as we raced to a
12-0 lead in the first game. They
(the Vikings) never recovered
after that."
The win over the Vikings was
the best match the Lady
Panthers have played thus far,
Ralston said.
"Our hitting percentage over
the three games was .460 which
was real close to Eastern's alltime record," Ralston said. "Our
passing was excellent. The win
was a great way to end our
weekend."
Middle-hitter Traub once
again led Eastern with 17 kills
and three blocks. Green piled up
10 kills and 16 digs. Foster

raked in nine kills, 11
two blocks. Van Eeck
solid passing and timely
(42 assists) provided
sparkplug in the win.
Eastern sits on top
Mid-Con standings a
Might Ralston be worri
her squad will have a 1
against Western Illin
Friday's home opener?
"Certainly not," Ralst
"In fact, the girls were c
'Thirteen more, thirteen
(Thirteen more confe
matches) after the Clev
State win."
Improved play has
responsible for Eastem's
success.
• Sophomore Kaaryn
*Continued on page-

